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Abstract 
Gould (The Fibonacci Quarterly 2 (1964) 241-260) proved the general inversion theorem: 
for any ordered sequence pair (f(n, k), g(n, k)) 
n n 
f(n,k) = ~ g(n,j)R(j,k) if and only if g(n,k) = ~ f(n,j)A(j,k), 
j -k  j=k 
where R(n, k) is the number of compositions of n >/1 into k relatively prime parts and 
n 
,_j n j 
/=k 
is its inverse. In this paper, we obtain a variety of such ordered inversion pairs. Further, we 
give necessary and sufficient conditions for the congruence f(n, k ) -  g(n,k)(modk) to hold, in 
particular criteria for k~>2 to be a prime when the congruence holds for all n>~l. @ 1999 
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
The paper by H.W. Gould [1] explores the relationship between the binomial co- 
efficients and the bracket function. In it Gould establishes expansions of the bracket 
function in terms of the binomial coefficients and vice versa. These expansions give a 
new insight o the known result: 
Theorem 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for p >>, 2 to be prime & that .for 
every natural number n 
(p ) -= [p]  (mod p), (1) 
where [x] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to x. 
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This theorem is due to Pedro A. Piza and L. E. Clarke; see [1] for details. We note 
that this result also follows by summing on j in the known fact that 
( j - l )p_ l  ={ l (m°dp)  i fp l jand j>O,o  otherwise 
_ [ j ] -  [ j~p  1] (mod p) where p is prime. 
Further, Gould shows that these expansions are a special ease of a general inversion 
theorem: 
Theorem 2. For any ordered sequence pair (f(n,k),g(n,k )), 
f (n ,k )= ~9(n , j )R( j ,k )  if and only if 9(n,k)= ~f (n , j )A ( j , k ) ,  
j=k  j=k  
where 
Z R(n,k)= al, k 1 
is the number of compositions of n >t 1 into k relatively prime parts and 
j=k  
is its inverse. 
The compositions of n into positive summands are the solutions to the equation 
al + a2 + "" q- ak = n, ai >1 1. (2) 
It is known that Eq. (2) has ,-I (k- l) solutions. 
We shall let 
C(n,k)= k 1 = (3) 
and 
Z 1 
a l+a2+. . .+a  k = n 
ai>~ 1 
We begin by reproving the following known result: 
Lemma 3. 
C(n, k) = ER(d, k). 
din 
R(n,k) = ~ 1. (4) 
a l+a2+'"+ak  =n 
(ai,a2,...,ak) = 1 
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Proof. 
C(n,k) = ~ 1 
al +a2+'"+at  = n 
ai >/ l 
= F,  1 
t~l +a2+'"+ak = d,~ 
(al,a2,...,ak ) = 6 
d f i=n,  ai>~l 
=E E 1 
d In bt +b2+. . .+bk  = d 
(bl,b2,.. . ,bk ) = l 
= 2R(d ,k ) ,  
din 
from Eq. (4). 
Now let f(n) and F(n) be any number theoretic 
~-idlnf(d). It is known that for any integer N, 
N N N 
n=l n=l din j= l  
We may now use this result to prove our next theorem. 
functions such that F (n )= 
Theorem 4. 
Proof. From C(n, k) = ~-~.d t,,R( d, k), M6bius inversion gives 
R(n,k )= ~ # . 
I 
Therefore 
j= l  j= l  j= l  d l j  
j= l  
In [1], Gould obtains this expansion albeit through an entirely different argument. For 
completeness, we also include here Gould's [1] derivation of the formula for the func- 
tion A(n,k). Thus, let 
j=k 
360 
Then 
since 
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Z( -1 ) " - J  =ZA( j ,k )  
j=k j=k 
=A(n,k), 
n 
s ,  
A(n,k) as defined above, and the fact that [i/k] - [(i - l /k)] = 1 or 0 according to 
whether k I i or not. It follows that 
A(n,k)=~-~(-1)n-J( ;)  [k] 
j=k 
Therefore 
A(p,k) = 
= Z (--1)n-mk( n -1  ) 
mk-  1 " 1 <~m <~n/k 
p-1  
Y~ ( -1 )P -mk(mk_ l )  
l <~m<<.p/k 
= ~ (--1)P-mkm-~kp (Pk)  • 
l <<.m <~ p/k 
But p divides (mPk) if 0 < mk < p, and this inequality is implied by 2 ~< k < p - 1. 
Therefore, k l(mk/p)(Pk). 
We will now show that 
~R( j ,k)A(n, j )=6~ and ~~A(j,k)R(n,j)=cS~. 
j=k j=k 
(;)-- 
(;)(j) ~-'~ ( -1 )  " - j  =6~', 
j=i 
see [2, (3.119)]. 
In a moment, we will show that indeed A(n,k) and R(n,k) are inverses. But first, 
we prove a theorem concerning A(n,k). 
Theorem 5. If p is prime, then k lA(p,k) for all k such that 2 <<.k <<. p -  1. 
Proof. Here we make use of the relation 
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We may show this as follows: 
n 
E R(j,k)A(n,j) = 
j=k j=k i=j 
( - l )n- '  (n - - l )  1 
i=k j [i i=k 
×(:5 : )  C(i,k) 
~"~l l ~n_ i n-- 1 i-- 1 ,-1 ~ ~ ~'-l-i 
i--1 k -1  
i=k i=k- 1 
×(: - l ) (k ! l )  
A similar argument proves the second part of our preceding statement. 
Next, we will now exhibit some explicit formulae for the pairs (f(n,k),g(n,k)) that 
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2. 
Theorem 6. Let 
f h(n,k) if kin, 
~,-~ ( ~ ( h,n,d,R,d,k, and g(n,k)= [ O, otherwise, f(n,k)= 
din 
where h(n,k) is an arbitrary function of n and k. Then (f(n,k),g(n,k)) satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 2. 
Proof. 
n 
f (n,j)A(j,k ) = Z Z h(n,d)R(d,j )A(j,k ) 
j=k j=k din 
i :~--~-Z h(n,i)R(i,j)A(j,k)= Z h(n'i)ER(i'J)A(J'k) 
j=k j <~i <~n k <~i <~n j=k 
iln iln 
h(n,k), if kin, 
= E h(n'i)fik= O, otherwise. 
k <~i <~n 
iln 
Theorem 7. Let 
f(n'k)=(-1)k (2k+n+ 11) 
362 
and 
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g(n,k)= Z( -1)  i 2n_2i n-- i . 
i i=k 
Then (f(n,k),o(n,k)) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2. 
ProoL 
n nn  I~] ( )  
Zg(n , j )R ( j , k )=ZZ(_ I )  i 2n_2i n- i  i R(j,k) 
j=k j=k i=j 
n ( n ?)(ik)i = Z (- 1 )i2n-2i 
i=k 
by Theorem 4. But by [2, (3.121)], we have that 
~-~ ( n + 1 (n - i  
2j..~ l )  ( i f)  =2n-2i ) j=i i ' 
and, hence, 
~-~(--1)i-k2n-2i(ik)(n;i)= ~ 
i=k i=k 
j=k 
where we use the identity 
Z ( -1 )  i-k _-6J; 
i=k 
see [2, (3.119) p. 36]. 
From this, we see that 
- i  (n+l  ~-~(--1)i2n-2i(n i ) ( i k )=( - l )k ,2k_k_ l ) .  
i=k 
We may generalize Theorem 7 to obtain the following result: 
(--1)i-k(ik)~-~(nq-1 
n+l  J 
2j+l)~=k(--1)i-k(~)(ik) 
n+l  2j+1)6~= ( n+l 
2k+ 1) '  
Theorem 8. Suppose 
u(n, i) = Z( -  1 )J f(n,j) 
j=i 
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and 
i=k 
Then (f(n,k ),g(n,k)} satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2. 
Proof. 
j=k j=k i=k 
=Z(-1)  / Z ( -1 ) J  f(n, j )  
i=k j=i 
=Z(-1)  i u(n,i)=o(n,k). 
i=k 
Special cases of the functions f(n,k) and g(n,k) may now be obtained by choosing 
appropriate binomial identities of the form u(n, i)= Y'~].=i(-1)Jf(n,j)({). Gould's book 
[2] provides a good number of such identities of which some are stated here. 
Corollary 9. From the identity [2, (1.52)] 
\ i+1) '  
j=i 
we deduce that f (n ,k )=( -1 )  k and 
n 
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2. 
Corollary 10. From the identity [2, (3.119)] 
if i#n,  
we deduce that 
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2. 
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Corollary 11. From the identity [2, (6.21)] 
n 
j~=i ( -1 ) J ( ; ) (2n2 j ) (~)=( -1 ) i (7 )2 ,  
we deduce that 
f(n,k)= (k ) (2n-k )  and 9(n,k,= ~-~[k] (7 )  2 
n i=k 
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2. 
For more such binomial identities, the reader may refer to [2, (3.120), (6.33), (3.179), 
(3.180), (3.160)-(3.162), (3.118), (3.155), (6.14)]. 
We point out that some of the above functions g(n,k) may be simplified further. 
Thus, since it is easily shown that 
eZ~ijn/k = 1 if kin, 
0 ifkXn, j=l 
it follows from 
that 
E;j ifkn 
0 ifkXn, 
1 k = ~ -£ E e2nijn/k" 
j=l j=l 
As an example, we shall consider the inversion pair 
(f(n'k)'g(n'k))=( (-1)k'~-~(-1)m[m](n+l))m=k [k J  m+ 1 
to obtain 
g(n,k) = E(_ l )m y-.~ e2nnj/k + 1 
m=k j=l t=l / + 1 
=~-~-~(__l)m (nq-1)1  ~ m + 1 -k e2nilj/k 
j=l m=j 1=1 
= ~ ~( - -1 )m(nq-1)  
m+l  " 
1 <~j<~n m=j klj 
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We may now use the binomial identity [2, (1.4)] 
~(- -1)k (k )=( - -1 )a(Xa-1)+( - -1 )n(X-1)n  
k=a 
to obtain 
( j )  [{] (n )  
g(n,k)= E (-1)J = Z( -1 )sk  sk 
1 ~j~n s=l 
k[j 
k 1 
--(-Ok) , =-1+~(1  J° 
j=l  
where we have used the identity [2, (1.53)] 
{(,-a)/r] ( ) 1 r 
n Xa+kr = r Z (09J)-"(1 + xcoJ)", with E a+kr  
k=O j=l 
mr = e 2~i/r, r -1  >>. a and aEZ.  
More explicit formulae may also be obtained from the following general result. 
Theorem 12. Suppose 
v(n,i)= Z(-1)jf(n'J). and o(n,k)= Z 
j=i J k ~i <~n 
kli 
Then (f(n, k ), g(n,k )) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2. 
( -  1 )iiv(n, i). 
Proof. Once more, we make use of the relation 
n-1  (:)(,)+(; 
A(n,k) as defined above, and the fact that [i/k] - [ ( i -  1)/k]= 1 or 0 according to 
whether k[ i  or not. 
Thus, 
g(n,k)=Ef(n ,S)A( j ,k )  = Z f (n , j )E (_ l ) j _  i 1 _ 
1 j=k j=k i=k 
± (,1)/1 = Z f(n,j) ( -  1) J - i  
k<~i<~n j=i 
kli 
= Z (-1)i iE(-lY/(~°)- = E (-1)"i~(~, i). 
k<~i<~n j=i J k<~i~n 
kli kli 
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And as in the preceding discussion, explicit formulae for f (n,k) and g(n,k) may be 
obtained by choosing the appropriate binomial identity of the form 
v(n,i)= Z( -1 ) j f (n ' J )  . 
j=i J 
Corollary 13. From the identity [2, (3.119)] 
Z ( -1 ) J  =(-1)n67 
j=i 
we deduce that 
n -1  
f (n 'k )= (k  1)  and 9(n ,k )={ 
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2. 
1 if kin, 
0 ifkXn 
We now turn to the second part of our investigation where we seek those inverse 
pairs (f(n,k),g(n,k)) that give rise to congruences similar to Theorem 1. We shall 
need the following two theorems due to Gould (see [1]). 
Theorem 14. The congruence 
R(n,k)-O(modk), k>~2 
is true for all natural numbers n >1 k + 1 if and only if k is prime. 
Theorem 15. The congruence 
A(n,k)=-O(modk), k >.2 
is true for all natural numbers n >i k + 1 if and only if k is prime. 
In order to detect primes, the following must hold. 
Theorem 16. Let f(n,k) and 9(n,k) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2, and let 
f(n,n) = 5= 1 for all n >. 1 or g(n,n)= d= 1 for all n >t 1. Then the integer k >>. 2 is 
prime if and only if for all n >1 1 , f (n ,k ) -  g(n,k)(modk). 
Proof. Suppose k is prime. Then 
f(n, k) - g(n, k) = ~ g(n,j)R(j, k) = 0 (mod k), 
j=k+ l
by Theorem 14. 
Conversely, let k~>2 and f(n,k)=-g(n,k)(modk) for all n/> 1. Then k divides 
n " ~R " ~=k+lo(n,J) (j,k) for all n I> 1, which implies inductively that k divides g(n,j) 
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R(j,k) for all j such that k+ 1 <.j<~n and n~> 1. In particular, k divides 9(n,n)R(n,k), 
which, ifo(n,n)= -4- 1 for all n implies that k divides R(n,k) for all n t> 1 and k t> 2. 
From which it follows that k is prime by Theorem 14. 
From Theorem 8 it is easy to solve for f(n,k); thus 
(--1)i-k(;)u(n, i)=(--1)i-k( ik)~..(--1)Jf(n, j)(~) • 
J=!  
Therefore 
(i) E( - -1 )  i-k u(n , i )  
i=k 
= j=i(-1)J(-1)g-kf(n,J)(k)(Ji ') 
= E f(n,j)(- 1 )J (-- 1 )i-k 
j=k i=k 
n 
= E f(n,j)(- 1)J6~. 
j=k 
From this it follows that 
n ( i )u(n, i ) .  f(n,k)= E( -1 )  i k 
i=k 
From this result, and Theorems 8 and 16 we obtain the following theorems. 
Theorem 17. The number k>f 2 is prime if and only if 
( -1 )k -  E ( -1 ) i  (mod k) foralln>~l. 
i+1  
i=k 
Proof. This follows from letting u(n,i)= ti+l/,(n+l~ see [2,(1.52)]. 
Theorem 18. The number k>1 2 is prime if and only if 
(k ) (2nnk)  - ~-~[k] (7) : (modk)  foralln>~l. 
i=k 
Proof. This follows from letting u(n, i) = ( -  1 )i (7)2 see [2, (6.21 )]. 
Theorem 19. The number k>i 2 is prime if and only if 
(:) (--1) k ---- E ( - - I )  i 2n-i(modk) for all n >>. 1. 
i=k 
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Proof. This follows from letting u(n,i)= (7)xi(1 + x) n-i, with x= 1, 
see [2, (3.118)]. [] 
For completeness, we may include here the theorem that inspired Gould's paper. 
Theorem 20. The number k >t 2 is prime if and only if 
(k )  - [k](modk) fora l ln>~l .  
Proof. This follows from letting u(n, i )= (-1)i67. 
Similarly, from Theorem 12 we may solve for f (n ,k)  to obtain that f (n ,k )= 
~-]~7=k(--1)ikv(n,i)(ik). From this result, and Theorems 12 and 16 the following the- 
orem follows. 
Theorem 21. The number k >1 2 is prime if and only if 
(k - I )  { 1 (modk) i f  kin, 
C(n,k)= 1 - 0 (mod k) i fkXn 
for all n >>. 1. 
Proof. This follows from letting v(n, i )= (-1)i6~/n. [] 
Finally, we have a result analogous to Theorem 5, with which we started our discussion. 
Corollary 22. I f  p is prime, then k l R(p,k) for all k such that 2<~k<~p- 1.
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